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Steps

Draw the "star"-stencil.

Put some double-faced tape or kneadable glue at the bottom of a boiled egg and stick the star onto it.

Use your hair dryer to soften the PLA and put the egg into an eggcup to cool down and take shape.

Doodle a strand of Flexy Gold and half a strand of Flexy Red.

Weave the Flexy round the basked as shown in the picture. Change direction at your starting point in every row!

Glue the end of the Flexy onto the basked with a drop of PLA.

Doodle a brim to prevent the Flexy from gliding off again.
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Snip off the ends of the basket skeleton and doodle a more decorative brim!

Doodle a stand to your basket with PLA; when still warm, press it onto your tabletop in order to make it even!

Take four strands of doodled Flexy, connecting them at one end.

Make a braid with three strands of the same color.

Wrap the fourth strand around the braid.

Connect the ends of your braid to your basket, using Flexy or PLA.
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Hide the connections with decoration! If you like your basket rather simple and clean, you are done now - congratulations!

If you like your basket more decorated, doodle tiny flowers, butterflies, leaves or any other things you like and glue them with your 3Doodler and some PLA onto your egg-basket.

Now your egg basket is ready to contain an egg - or anything else you like to put into it! Happy Easter!